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It is proved that if H is a prime algebra over a field k, finitely generated as 
an algebra, and of Gelfand-Kirillov dimension one, then R is fully bounded 
Noetherian and is a finitely generated module over its center. 
This is a very special result, since it is shown in [4] that a prime affine 
algebra of finite GK dimension is not necessarily right or left Goldie. If we 
drop the condition that the algebra be prime, then an example in 141 shows 
that H can be affine and of GK dimension one and also satisfy a polynomial 
identity without being left or right Goldie. The affne hypothesis is also 
essential, since in [ 5 ] is an example of an algebra of GK dimension one (but 
not afline) which is a Noetherian, non-Artinian simple ring. 
We recall that if R is an affine (i.e.. finitely generated) algebra over a field 
k and V is a finite-dimensional subspace of R containing 1 and which 
generates A as an algebra, then the Gelfand-KirilEov dimension of R is 
defined to hc 
GK dim (R) = lim sup {log, (dim, V”)}. 
It is clear that CK dim (R) = 0 if and only if R is finite dimensional, and 
that otherwise GK dim (R) >, 1. It was an open problem whcthcr algebras 
existed with GK dimension strictly between 1 and 2. This was solved by 
Berman [I], who showed more precisely that if R is an atline algebra and V 
is chosen as above. and if for some integer ?I, II > 0, we have 
dim, YnA-’ dim, V”<n+ 1, 
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then for all integers m, m > n, we have 
dim, Ym+r - dim, V” < (n + l)“- 
We will use this precise estimate in what follows. The point is that if for 
some integer n, dim, V” < +n” + :rr + 1 (necessarily the case if has GM 
dimension l), then there is a fixed upper bound to the numbers 
dim, Vn+ r - dim, I’“. 
If R is a ring and X a subset of R, we let r(X) be the right annihilator of 
X-that is, r(X) = {r E R : xr = 0 for all x E X). A right ~~~~~~~~~Q~ rig& 
ideal is any right ideal of the form r(X) for someX. 
LEMMA. If R is a prime k-algebra whfch is not,finite ~i~e~si~nQ~ mer k, 
and A is a right annihilator right ideal of R, then for any right ideal A ’ such 
that A’ 2 A and A’ #A, there is a right ideal B, A’ I> B 2 A, such that 
is inJinite dimensional over k andJinitely generated as a right ~-rn~d~~e~ 
Suppose A = r(X) and a E A’, a QG A. Then for some x E X2 
xa f 0 while XA = 0. If B = A + aR, then B/A is certainly finitely g 
so we need only check that it is not finite dimensional. Since 
homomorphic image of B/A, it will suffice to shlow that xB is 
dimensional. The prime ring R contains ideals RxiI3 and r(xB), 
(RxB) r(xB) = 0, so either r(xB) or RxB must be zero. Since 
must have ~-(xX3) = 0. Thus xl3 is a faithi% module for t 
dimensional algebra R, so XB cannot be finite dirn~~si~~al. 
We now use this lemma and Bergman’s estimate to show that our ring 
a prime affine k-algebra of GK dimension one, is a left and right Goldie ring. 
Suppose we have a chain of distinct right ideals, A, 
that each Ai is a right annihilator right ideal. Aeco 
lemma, there are right ideals Bi, 1 < i < r, such that 
index i, 1 < i< r, we have Ai-, 2 Bi 1 Ai, and such that 
generated and infinite dimensional. Let V be a finite-di 
R which generates R as a k-algebra and such that 1 E V. Choose an integer 
IZ large enough so that for all indices i, V” n JV” n Ai generates j as 
a right R-module. We let Wi = V’ nBi/V” f7Ai, and e note that 
IV! V# IVi since B,/A, is not finite dimensionaL Since ,VE vntl n 
l-lip*+ 1 n A i, we conclude that dim, Vn+l - dim, V” > S. Nsw since we are 
assuming that R has GK dimension one, we know from ergman’s estimate 
that there is an upper bound on the number dim, V+ ’ dim, V”, and we 
conclude that there is the same upper bound on length 
annihilator right ideals. This is one of the two conditions 
a Goldie ring, and it follows from [4] that R is actually 
the fact that R has finite left and right Goldie dimension could be established 
using a similar argument rather than by citing 141.) 
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We next show that R is Noetherian and fully bounded. If I is an essential 
right ideal of R, then R/I must be finite dimensional (since the GK 
dimension must go down [2, 1.31). Hence R/r(R/I) must be finite dimen- 
sional, so r(R/I) is a nonzero ideal contained in I. Therefore R is right 
bounded. Also, if I is an essential right ideal, then I contains a regular 
element a, and I/uR is a submodule of the finite-dimensional module R/aR. 
Therefore I is finitely generated, so R is right Noetherian. Since the 
hypotheses are symmetric, R is also left bounded and left Noetherian. 
We have now shown that an afftne prime algebra of GK dimension one is 
necessarily Noetherian and fully bounded. We will use this several times in 
proving that such an algebra actually is a subalgebra of a matrix algebra 
over a commutative ring. This will show that the algebra satisfies a 
polynomial identity, and therefore, since the dimension is one, the algebra 
will be a finite module over its center. 
We let R be the algebra over the tield k, Q the quotient ring of R, and K 
the center of Q. We let R’ = RK. It is clear that as a K-algebra, R’ is again 
affine, prime, and of GK dimension at most one. (Actually, R’ is finite 
dimensional over K, but this will only appear later.) We now show that Q is 
algebraic over K. To do this, we let T = R’ OK K(t) and U = Q OK K(t). As 
before, it is easy to see that as a K(t)-algebra, T is prime, afline, and of GK 
dimension at most one. We also note that U is a ring of fractions for T and 
U is a central simple algebra over K(t). We show that U is actually Artinian 
as follows. If I were an essential right ideal of U, then If? T would be an 
essential right ideal of T, and thus would contain a nonzero ideal J. Since JU 
is an ideal of U [ 3, 1.3 11, and U is simple, we see that JU = U and so I = U. 
Thus U can have no nontrivial essential right ideals, and must be 
Artinian-that is, U is the Goldie quotient ring of T. From this we conclude 
(as in [6, Lemma 3.41) that Q is actually algebraic over K. 
Now that we know that Q is algebraic over K, we change fields a third 
time. We let K be the algebraic closure of K and look at the K-algebras 
E = R ’ OK K and Q = Q OK 1% As before, R satisfies all of our original 
hypotheses on R, and we conclude, just as before, that the central simple 
algebra Q is the Artinian quotient ring of R. Since Q is algebraic over K, it 
follows that Q is algebraic over K. It follows that Q is a matrix ring over z, 
SO our original algebra R is indeed a PI algebra as claimed. 
Finally, it follows from [7] that R is finitely generated as a module over 
its center. 
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